
All Topic / Event Speaker

08:30 - 09:00 Arrival and Registration
Seminar will be held at ???

09:00 - 09:15 Welcome & Introductions

09:15 - 10:45 The inherent risks when trading goods international ly by sea.                                                                                                                 
The relationship between buyers and sellers of risks, hiring vessels, the documents involved, Incoterms, the 
responsibilities when things go wrong and the central role of insurance in international trading of goods.

SH

10:45 - 11:00 Coffee Break

11.00 - 11.45 General Average
The principles and practice of this uniquely marine phenomenon, those who may be exposed to contribution 
requirements and insurance cover provided.

SH

11:45 12:30 Why marine insurance is different!                                                                                                                         
Important legal matters that apply (often uniquely!) to marine insurance, such as "proximate cause", valued 
policies, legality and subrogation.

SH

12:30 - 13:30 Lunch

13:30 - 14:45 Risk factors with the various types of cargo.                                                                                                             
The possible cargoes to be shipped come in a multitude of types, each with their own risk factors. Looking at 
the methods of carriage required, the importance of adequate packing and the insurance view of risks 
associated with each of the groups of cargo types that insurers are asked to cover. 

SH

14:45 - 15:15 Marine cargo insurance (Part 1)
Make-up of the global cargo insurance market. The varying A, B & C levels of cover available to suit the risks 
that each cargo type is exposed to - what is covered and what is excluded. 

SH

15:15 - 15:30 Coffee Break

15:30 - 16:45
Marine cargo insurance (Part 2)
The terms of standard cover continued, plus Stock Throuphut (STP) insurance and the latest international 
cargo underwriting results.

SH

16:45 - 17:00 Q & A and Day 1 conclusion

09:00 - 10:15

Marine War & Strikes insurance
Why marine war and strikes and terrorism risks have to be considered separately from normal marine 
insurance perils, the standard war and strikes insurance cover provided to vessels and to cargoes, the 
exclusions, looking at the geographical excluded areas (for hull), the Cargo Watch List and the conundrum of 
piracy risks (with the latest piracy statistics).

SH

10:15 - 10:45
Ocean marine hull and machinery insurance (Part one )
An overview of the cover provided for commerical cargo carrying vessels and the standard exclusions in the 
Institute Time Clauses - Hulls (1983), 

SH

10:45 - 11:00 Coffee Break

11:00 - 12:45
Ocean marine hull and machinery insurance (Part two )
The additional charges on a hull policy, including collision liability and hull total loss claims, plus the latest 
market results for marine hull insurance.

SH

12:45 - 13:45 Lunch

13:45 - 14:30
Marine hull insurance for offshore support and port  operating vessels                                                                 
How hull insurance varies for vessels such as tugs, barges, supply vessels, ferries and dredgers

SH

14:45 - 15:15 Marine builder's Risk insurance                                                                                                                                         
A brief overview of the MARCAR (2002) conditions, compared to the cover provided by the Institute Bulders 
Risk Clauses (1988).

SH

15:15 - 15:30 Coffee Break

15:30 - 16:30 Chartering vessels - the types of charter and the r esponsibilies charterers face.
Exporters or importers of large quantities of goods may need to fully charter vessels themselves, whereas 
those involved with the transport of smaller quantitites of goods may need to involve charterers or NVOCCs to 
arrange transport for them. A look at the role of marine time and voyage  charterers, the risks they are 
exposed to within a number of the standard charterparty contracts and the insurance available to cover their 
liabilities. 

SH

16:30 - 17:00 Maritime Salvage                                                                                                                                                                  
A final  brief session for Day 2 on the world of marine salvage, how awards are assessed and issues over the 
SCOPIC awards.

SH

09:00 - 10:00 Maritime cyber risk                                                                                                                                                             
How cyber risk affects the maritime world, example cases, the balance between cyber security and insurance, 
plus the new IMO Interim Guidelines for maritime cyber risk management. How a good maritime cyber product 
should look.

SH

10:00 - 10:30 Geographical concerns for marine insurers                                                                                                                   
A brief look at those parts of the world that cause concern for insurers of maritime assets, the reasons why 
and developing risks for the future.

SH

10:30 - 10:45 Coffee Break

10:45 - 12:30 Protection & Indemnity
The role of the mutual P&I "clubs" and fixed premium P&I insurers is central to the shipping industry, that 
could not operate without the cover provided by Protection & Indemnity. This session will look at how P&I has 
developed, the current International Group of P&I Associations, the fixed premium products available, the 
liabilities that are covered and the structure of the current IG reinsurance programme that allows clubs to offer 
huge limits of cover to their members.

SH

12:30 - 13:30 Lunch

13:30 - 14:30 Total Loss Claims
The law relating marine total loss claims and how the mechanics of declaring constriuctive Total Loss work, 
with some recent important cases to study

SH

14:30 - 15:30 Port & Terminal operations and insurance packages
An overview of the operations of marine port and terninal operations and the insurance needs that are 
covered within normal marine port & termnial operator packges plus a brief look at Shiprepairers Legal Liability 
(SRLL) cover

SH

15:30 - 15:45 Coffee Break

15:45 - 16:45 Maritime environmental concerns
The impending 2020 reduction in the MARPOL sulphur cap on maritime vessel emissions has some important 
insurance implications

SH

16:45 - 17:00 Discussion over the issues and sessions covered, and final conclusion

3 day marine insurance seminar,  Australia.   
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All presentations given by Stephen J Harris, Senior  Vice President, Marine Practice of Marsh Ltd UK
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